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Introduction
Tłı̨chǫ Government is providing its response to Undertaking #3 made at the most recent public hearings
concerning the Bluenose East Caribou Herd, held in Behchoko.
Tłı̨chǫ Government has been given a list of Recommendations from the 2010 and 2016 Public Hearings and has
been asked to inform on what progress has been made to implement these Recommendations. When reviewing
the Tłı̨chǫ Government responses below, it is important to note that while Tłı̨chǫ Government recognizes the
rates of decline of each herd and must calibrate its reaction based on those rates of decline in each herd, Tłı̨chǫ
do not necessarily distinguish between the Bathurst and Bluenose East herd from a “protection” and respect basis
– all migratory barren-ground caribou are a cultural keystone species and critical to Tłı̨chǫ over the centuries. In
more recent history, the Bathurst herd was a primary source of food for Tłı̨chǫ. When their numbers declined, the
Bluenose East became increasingly important. The Bluenose-East herd now suffers from a continuing decline.
Tłı̨chǫ Government studies and reports concerning one herd can be just as apt for consideration in the other herd.
As a result, answers provided concerning Recommendations on the Bluenose East herd are, in some cases,
provided from a study or report concerning the other herd or another area, but we consider the herds as both
being critical to Tłı̨chǫ way of life and land-based economy.
Concerning the 2010 Recommendations, we note that many of the Recommendations are in the area of the “best
practices” when TK research is undertaken. Since 2010, there have been many TK reports and studies completed
by a number of TK researchers. “Best practices” contained in the Recommendations have been used in those
studies and reports. To inform the Board on how “best practices” have been considered and implemented going
forward, we are citing the places in the studies and reports that evidence the best practice considered in the
appropriate Recommendation.
•

Recommendation 28 – TK – TG implement the Special Project, Using Tłı̨chǫ Knowledge to Monitor Barren
Ground Caribou of the overall TK Research and Monitoring Program.
From 2013, funding was required through the GNWT-Cumulative Impact Monitoring Program
(CIMP) to continue the ongoing TK research previously conducted by TG with assistance from
Allice Legat. The TK research from 2013 – 2016, was published in the “We Live Here for Caribou”
(2016) report.

•

Recommendation 29 – TK – In listening to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should
document the harvesters’ observations of the number of calves, cows and bulls along migration routes
where caribou fences were once located.
Answer to recommendation 29 can be found in the answer for recommendation 31. Observations
are not done at the caribou fences location specifically, but the caribou data collected is similar.

•

Recommendation 30 – TK – In listening to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should
document the harvesters’ visual appraisals of fitness on hoof and sensory appraisals during skinning,
butchering, preparing of meat and hides.
From 2013 – 2015, TK researchers listened to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters and
documented the harvesters observations in the “We Live Here for Caribou” TK report (TRTI 2016).

Caribou meat is examined, cut, cooked and eaten almost every day by people in the communities.
All this meat processing makes the Tłı̨chǫ experts of animal’s physiology and health. In recent
years, from the late 1990s to present, community members have started to notice abnormalities in
the smell and taste of the [Bathurst] caribou while butchering, preparing and eating the meat. A
hunter from Wekweètì, described a recent experience:
This January I went hunting after I came home. Past Gahchodii Island there is a lake where
Joe shot two caribou. He signalled to me so I drove up to him. He was cutting up one
caribou, the fat on the caribou was thick. In the stomach and lungs blister-like substances
were showing. He didn’t know what to do so he asked me what to do. I told him a caribou
that fat should not be wasted, you should just take it home as it is. The rest of the caribou
took off further ahead, he said, so I went after the herd.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, May 6th, 2015
As the hunter described, physiological abnormalities have been detected in various parts of the
caribou body. In this case, the hunter observed blister-like substances in the stomach and lungs of
the animal. Other hunters have observed abnormalities in the meat, liver, bone marrow, lungs/ribs,
fat content and hides
Fifty years ago when we went hunting and cut the meat, there was nothing wrong with it.
Juicy and delicious when we cooked it. Now it’s not the same at all. It’s not fresh and juicy.
It’s different than before.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, Feb 11th, 2015
The meat from caribou is exceptionally soft and easy to prepare, since the fat, veins and muscles are
easily separated, as opposed to meat from pork or cow, where the fat, veins and muscles are more
integrated with each other. The meat is flavourful and delicious when the animals are healthy. But
over the past decade, the hunters have detected a different smell to the meat while butchering and
cutting. While before it was relatively odourless, current observers report a strong and different
smell.
When you cut the caribou, it smells. Some of them smell; as soon as you open it, you smell
it. But some of these you cut it open it smells really good, just like before, but some of them
is not like that. Just smells; it hits you really strong.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
In addition to the smell, some parts of the meat are covered in what appears to be a form of pus.
The women who cut and prepare the meat for cooking know the details of the various body parts,
and described the unusual pus as sometimes of white and yellow color. On various parts of the meat,
there are often white spots and blister-like substances. Noella Kodzin, an active elderly woman from
Wekweètì, has prepared caribou meat all her life. She has made the following observation while
preparing dry meat:
Before 1990 there were lots of caribou and the meat was good. We cut up the meat to
make dry meat. Today I still make dry meat even with all kinds of meat that we get. That’s
what I do, I don’t waste any meat. I cut out the small white blistered areas in the folds of
the meat and put them aside to throw away. It wasn’t like that in the past when we used
to make dry meat from the back strap. Now it is not unusual when working with any part
of the caribou that there would be small white spots in the folds of the meat…It wasn’t like
that in the past; today when we work on the meat there would be lots of that.

Tłı̨chǫ elder, May 6th, 2015
Young hunter from Wekweètì explained his recent experience while butchering caribou
meat:
In the past when we used to cut up the meat it was juicy and delicious. Now there are hardly
any fluids in the meat. When we went hunting recently there were cysts in the folds of the
meat. Maybe that is why the meat was not juicy. Maybe it is because the caribou are not
feeding well. There were cysts in the folds of the meat that was cut up that I brought here.
We didn’t eat it because of the cysts. I saw after we cut up the meat it was the same under
the armpits. There were big ones in there, they were big, lumpy and hard. I didn’t know
what they were so I cut them out. I put them with the ribs because it seemed to be mostly
on the ribs and I threw out half of the ribs.
Now there are lots of cysts in the meat, we don’t know if we should tear open the cysts on
the meat. I have torn open some of those cysts but I brought the meat home anyway and
washed it. We kept all the meat. We ate it after washing it. We threw out some meat that
has lots of cysts in it. We fed that to the dogs.
It used to be easy to put our hands in the folds between the hides and meat. For these ones
the flesh sticks to the hide so we can’t take hold of the meat because the lining and hair
sticks to the meat. It didn’t used to be that way.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter May 6th, 2015
The tainted meat and the smell have almost become regular occurrences. The hunters and women
use different words, such as blisters, spots or cysts, to describe the observations they had never
experienced until recently. The concern is that unknown contamination in the meat will have health
effects for the people who consume the meat. As in Johnny’s case, he was afraid to eat the meat
himself, and threw it to his dogs. After the interview, he reassured the researchers that his dog was
still alive. He was joking, but his concern for himself and his family’s health is real. The elders are
concerned that the meat does not have the same flavourful taste, is drier and contains less juice than
was normal in earlier times. Women say that when they cook soup, it does not have the same strong
taste and the meat does not create as much broth.
The elders often talk about the richness and strength one gets from eating the marrow.
In the past the caribou marrow was rich and healthy. When we ate it with the dry meat we
could hunt on the strength of it, even if we didn’t eat again all day.
Tłı̨chǫ elder, April 2013
The Tłı̨chǫ use of all parts of the animal. The marrow from the core of the bones is considered a
delicacy by many. On long trips, hunters often pack a few front legs, in order to have bone marrow
while waiting. The bone marrow is usually a dark pink color. The consistency is greasy, fat and often
runs through the bone core in one continuous string. In recent years, community members have
observed an altered colour and consistency of the marrow. Hunters describe the bone marrow of
some animals as either too pale—nearly white—or too red. Furthermore, the marrow is often watery
and contains less fat than normal.
The bone marrow too. In those times when we were [at Beɂaitì] the bone marrow was good
to eat with the dry meat. The bone marrow at time were ever big, huge inside and kind of
greasy. Because the caribou were on their own and they can travel wherever they want and
stop to eat, they are not worried about anything. But today the bone marrow is different,

because everything it is there and they always rush around, always walk all the time.
Tłı̨chǫ elder, April 2013
An active hunter from Wekweètì has made similar observations of the bone marrow.
Before, I see some of them when you cut the bone, it used to be really thick, bone
marrow, and it was really thick. Now when you shoot the caribou, when you look, it’s like
water inside. It’s not like before. Some of them when you try to eat it with dry meat it’s
like water. It wasn’t thick; it’s all changing.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, May 6th, 2015
The two hunters make the same observation: altered consistency and colour. The elders explain how
the bone marrow, legs and hooves are impacted by how far the animals travel and the type of terrain
the animals walk through. The herds travel long distances, and walk every day. It is important for the
animals to adequately rest for a period, when they are not being chased by hunters, predators, or
human activities—for recovery and to regain their strength. Therefore, if the caribou are unable to
properly rest after walking long distances it will affect the bone marrow.
During the [butchering] process that some hunters have noticed something unusual: the lungs have
grown attached to the ribcage. Normally the lungs are not attached to the rib cage, but in several
recent instances they have been lungs have been connected to the ribs. Furthermore, in these
instances, a yellow-green fluid, like mucous, covers the lungs. During a hunt in 2013, a hunter
observed the lungs stuck to the ribs while butchering the animal.
The lungs is stuck to the ribcage, [and] you can see this yellow-green stuff stuck to it.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
Also, in 2015 a hunter observed the same abnormal occurrence.
When I shoot caribou sometimes, one out of five, I’ll see a caribou with the lungs
sticking to the ribs… Sometimes you have to cut it off. It’s stuck to the lungs, and not
only that sometimes you see green stuff on the lungs too.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, May 6th, 2015
Another young hunter, observed a similar phenomenon while hunting on the Barrenlands northeast
of Wekweètì.
On Tsǫ̀tì (Little Marten Lake), I saw a sick caribou. When I cut it up, it was green on both
sides of the lungs—light green. The caribou had hard time to breath. And it was all by
himself.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, February 12th 2015
The hunters report similar observations; green or light green color and a liquid substance on the lungs,
which are attached or grown to the ribcage. The experiences are explained by using different words
and descriptions to explain occurrences they have never seen before.
Hunters have also observed abnormalities in livers. Some livers are covered in a white, pus-like
substance. At other times, livers have white spots on or in them. When the hunters cut them open
there are small, hard ‘rocks’ inside. A hunter described what he saw:
Right now…I’m a hunter myself… sometimes we see around the liver kind of like white
spots. Some of them got one, some of them got two, like a rock, small, inside the liver.

Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
The hunters expressed concerns about the quality of the feeding grounds in vicinity of the large-scale
mines, due to accumulation of pus on the liver tissue and spots on/in the livers.
In recent years, Tłı̨chǫ hunters have observed that numerous animals of the Bathurst herd are skinny.
They appear not to accumulate normal amounts of fat on their bodies. Normally, caribou spend the
summer and fall months building fat—they roam the Barrenlands, foraging on the readily-available
lichen, grasses, bushes, sedges and plants. Yet some caribou are lacking some of that stored energy
supply [during winter]. A hunter shared his observations:
Some caribou are not healthy or fat. When you look at the caribou some caribou look really
nice, fat and healthy. When you shoot them they’re not like that. They are just bone.
They’re like skinny.
Right now, when you see Bathurst caribou over here, when you shoot big caribou it’s not
that fat. Last year we shot caribou in that same spot, right here (Winter Lake). We shot
about four or five caribou, big ones. Some of them took the fat out, some of them didn’t
take the fat. It’s really changing! The caribou are changing over there.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
There is also body fat in the intestines. In the stomach, a netting of fat surrounds the intestines and
organs. This netting is highly valued by hunters. Once dried, the stomach fat is eaten raw. But as the
fat reserves on the back of the animals diminish, so too do the fat reserves in the intestines.
There used to be lots of fat in the intestines, but not these days. The caribou are also not
as fat and there is no soft fat in the stomach. There used to be thick fat in the large intestine
but that too is not there.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, May 6th, 2015
The decrease of fat reserves can make animals vulnerable to starvation, especially during periods of
freeze and thaw, in late fall and spring, when lichen can be covered in ice or crust for prolonged
periods, and animals can be prevented from accessing their forage.
The community members reported seeing changes in the texture and quality of Bathurst caribou
hides. women spend days in the smoke shack cleaning, drying and smoking the hides into a wearable
condition, ready to be made into clothing. As the women go through this detailed process, they
become attuned to notice the fine details of hides and how those details change depending on the
season. The elderly women have worked with hides all her life. Her hands can tell the difference when
something is not right. In recent years, they have detected changes in the texture of the hides.
If we look at some of the hides, there are many infections in the hides and in the lining of
the hides. The inner surface of the hides is abrasive with needle-like rough areas. These
areas are very hard to scrape.
Some hides are also in the same condition. When we scrape the hides, the surface feels
pointy like needles or rough like salt is on it.
Tłı̨chǫ elder, May 6th, 2015
In contrast to earlier years, the hides are tougher, and instead of smooth the hides feel like sandpaper
against the skin. The hunters who skin and butcher the animal on the land also report the same

conditions with the hide.
Sometimes we put our hand into it and it is just like sand paper, small little lumps, tiny
ones, lumps all over the place, sometimes around the back, sometimes it’s hard to, like
when we rip the hide of the caribou, sometimes it is just stuck to it and we have to force
real hard. I don’t know why they are like that. Probably they are sick from the mine-site.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
From 1999 to present, the hunters have found numerous dead animals lying on the ground. The
[Tłı̨chǫ hunting] guides have reported seeing over a hundred deceased animals scattered on the land.
Most of the animals had no physical injuries; they had simply bedded down. A hunter described his
observations while guiding in the late 1990s:
I guided with Boyd Werner at Tsǫ̀tì (Little Marten Lake), he was the owner, Ventures
Northwest. I was working with them at Tsǫ̀tì (Little Marten Lake). In 1997, 98, 96. These
were good years, like heaven, successful. 1999 was my last year and we hardly had any
caribou. It dropped and that’s when we saw a lot of dead caribou on that lake in that area.
Not only that, caribou are just dying by itself. We saw one caribou right in front of us in
that area there. There is a little island right in front of us. We saw one caribou slowly make
it to the island, bedded down and it just died.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
A hunter also worked as an outfitting guide for Adventure Northwest and reported similar
observations:
I saw a lot of caribou at that time in 1999. After 2000, everything just went down, down
the drain. In the year 2000, we saw a lot of dead caribou. I don’t know what caused it, but
we saw a lot of dead caribou… 2000 to 2003. We have seen a lot of caribou die around
Tsǫ̀tì (Little Marten Lake).
On the land. Wherever we went right around the Tsǫ̀tì (Little Marten Lake) area. We saw
over a hundred caribou dead, not in one spot, but separate. Wherever we parked the boat
we saw one caribou, two caribou like that. But I just don’t want to touch it because of
disease and stuff like that so I never bothered to touch it.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, April 2013
These are the observations of two guides in one small area. Another hunter reported similar
observations of deceased animals in the winter of 2015.
When I went to the end of the Lake (Wekweètì) in this area to go trapping I came to the
end of the lake here beside the river. There was a caribou lying on the ice of the frozen
lake. There were no wolves around or any other animal that killed it. It died by itself but
there was a white substance like foam on the mouth. I pulled it beside the land because it
was on the ice. I didn’t touch it or take it or butcher it, and I drove back home. I told [ ] the
renewable officer in the community, about it so he said he would go there and check on
it. I told him about it and I left it at that. The next day I wanted to check my traps so I went
back there. The caribou was still in the place where I had pulled it. Nothing had touched
the caribou, even the wolves didn’t pay attention to it.
It stayed on its own and wolves didn’t kill it. If the wolves killed it they would have ate it
but nothing ate it. The whole carcass was just there. The way I looked at it, it was there

when I got there the next day to see the carcass, but all around the carcass there were
wolf tracks that went around it, like about five wolves, they took off, like they never catch
it. It probably died of something else, like sick. There was like white foam on its mouth.
Tłı̨chǫ Hunter, May 6th, 2015
For more information and further details on harvesters observation of caribou health, documented
between 2013-2015, see “We Live Here for Caribou” TK report (TRTI 2016: 18-29).
•

Recommendation 31 – TK – In listening to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should
document the harvesters’ observations of calves, cows and bulls on the barrens in the summer (post-birthing
rate).
TK researchers have listened to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters and documented the
following observations:
Observations on the barrens during summer 2016:
Calves appeared to be in normal health, indicated by the white colour and visible consistency of the
hides, and by their walking posture (i.e. constantly running and jumping around). All calves, except
the one observed on July 15th and 16th, belonged to larger herds. Calf observations were made
between July 12th and 23rd, as part of the larger herds following the migration route between the
peninsula between Kokètì and Fry Inlet and the hills northwest of Fry Inlet:
Herd of 500+ caribou observed July 12th:
In a herd of 500 animals: approximately 1/3 calves and 50 % cows. The elders stated the ratio of
calves to cows was normal for a herd that size. All calves showed signs of normal health
conditions: healthy hide color, strong body posture and running at a fast pace. One calf injured.
Herd of 1,000+ caribou observed July 13th:
Approximately 40% of the herd was comprised of calves and yearlings. All calves show signs of
normal health.
One calf became disoriented as the large herd moved north from the shoreline towards the nǫɂokè.
The calf ran south, opposite to the direction of the herd. A couple of minutes later, the calf’s mother
ran back approximately two kilometres to find the calf. The calf’s sister (a yearling) followed the
mother, trying to find the calf as well. The mother, yearling and calf were reunited. Mother and calf
ran back to main herd, while the yearling lingered in back for a while. Strong north winds and a rain
storm descended as the family was reunited.
Herd of 7,000+ caribou observed July 13th:
All cows were with calf. All calves showed signs of normal health: healthy hides and running fast.
One calf injured.
One calf observed July 15th:
Calf was by itself and searching for its mother (photo 12). An injured cow was close by, but it was
not its mother and will not adopt or recognize the calf. The calf was left alone.
Calf appeared healthy. The hide looked normal and the animal was running around the area.
When we approached, the calf ran right up to us.
One calf observed July 16th:
Same calf as observed on July 15th. It was still close by the injured cow.

Herd of 50+ caribou observed July 23rd:
Five bulls, 10 females, and four calves.
All calves show signs of normal health.
Observations on cows, bulls and overall herd health:
The herds showed signs of strong health in July, with increasing signs of fat reserves towards the
end of the monitoring period in August.
-

Fat
The animals showed few signs of being skinny: only one injured yearling appeared
skinny.
The animals were not excessively fat, which is normal for summer health condition.
No visible signs of bones on the rump.
Hide color
The conditions of the hides were, although ragged, considered normal and of
regular colour and consistency for this time of the year.
In July, the animals are shedding their winter fur, and it is normal for many to have
ragged coats.

Walking posture
- The herds were mainly running or walking fast, due to the necessity of running into
the wind to avoid insects.
- Injuries were the only health issues observed.
- All injuries were leg or ankle wounds.
Injuries were the main health issue observed in animals. Several of the injured animals we observed
chose specific strategies to stay safe. On July 14th, an injured cow was observed bedding down in a
wetland. The elders explained this behaviour as a means to cool down and relieve the pain of an
injured and possibly infected leg. Being an easy target for predators and for insects, injured animals
sought islands or peninsulas. If chased by a predator, caribou will run into the water where they can
outswim wolves and bears. Furthermore, the islands or peninsulas are also more wind-exposed, so
they provide relief for the caribou, who have no other means of avoiding the masses of insects.
For more information see Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2016 Results Report (TRTI
2017:18-24, 35-38, 45-52).
Observations on the barrens during summer 2017:
Calves and calf health observations:

The large herds were comprised of a majority of cows and calves. The number of calves were “normal in the
herd.” In most instances, a one-to-one cow-calf ratio was observed, where nearly every cow had a calf and it
was noted that there were “lots of calves in herd.” Several calves were observed nursing from their mothers.
Outside of the large herds, smaller groups were observed, as well as separate cow-and-calf duos. A number
of dry cows were observed among the large herds as well as in small herds. Each year, there are cows which
do not have calves, and the number of dry cows observed in 2017 was considered normal. Only one herd,
observed on July 11th, was comprised of mainly bulls.
The calves were often seen running around and we often heard them “talking” to each other, by means of
loud grunts. After long migrations, the calves were observed lying down, resting or sleeping. On July 14th, we
observed a herd of 2,500+ caribou resting in a valley north of Contwoyto Lake. The herd rested for a total of
three hours and 35 minutes in the evening, and for a majority of the time, all or most of the calves were
lying down, resting and sleeping. Their mothers were either standing or grazing close by. Overall, the calves

showed signs of good health. Two calves were observed with injuries to their back leg. The cows with calves
also appeared to be in good health.

Observations on cows, bulls and overall herd health:
We observed the overall health conditions of caribou in relation to the indicators described above.
The Bathurst herd showed signs of strong and normal health between July 5th and August 14th on the
post-calving range. Injuries were the only health issue observed.
-

-

-

-

Fat
The observed caribou show healthy body conditions. The animals are not fat but show normal
body conditions for this season. The majority of all caribou observed appeared to be healthy and
generally did not show signs of undernourishment. Four animals—an injured bull and three dry
cows (cows without a calf)—showed signs of being undernourished:
Three dry cows showed signs of being skinny. The harvesters emphasized that the dry cows “are
the last to get fat” and anticipated the cows to feed properly during the coming summer months.
Observed on July 14th, north of Contwoyto Lake.
One injured bull was undernourished. The bull had an injured front right leg. He was in pain and
was limping badly. Observed on July 14th, north of Contwoyto Lake.
Bulls started to become fat in early July: fat bulls were observed on July 7th, July 16th and on July
21st.
Several bulls have large black antlers. Black antler colour is recognized as a sign of good health.
Hide Colour
The caribou have retained their winter hides into mid-July. The winter hide is starting to fall off in
early July and many animals appear ragged. Caribou lose their winter hide while swimming, and
when they come up on shore they shake their bodies to lose their winter hides. There are not
many large nǫɂokè between the calving ground and Contwoyto Lake, so the herds do have not
many opportunities to shake of their winter hides until this point. Heavy rains will also make the
winter hide come off.
Several bulls have shed their winter coat earlier than the cows and yearlings. The bulls’ hides show
clear dark brown hides underneath their white winter fur.
One bull observed on July 17th had already shed his winter coat and had dark brown-coloured
hairs.
Walking Posture
- The fast pace of large herds is a sign of good health, as the animals can keep a fast pace for long
distances. While observing a 300-animal herd on July 23rd, the elder remarked “caribou leader
must be fat and in good shape, as she walks fast and non-stop for long distance, never seen a herd
move that fast.”
- During migration, no animals were seen lagging behind the large herds. When the herds moved
at faster paces, the animals grouped together and walked as tight units. We did not see any injured
or lame animals lagging behind the herds during these fast-paced movements.

-

Injured Animals
Eleven animals were observed injured out of approximately 13,224 caribou observed between
July 5th and August 14th. This was a considerably lower number than observed in 2016.
The injuries were sustained by one bull, two calves, and eight cows. All injuries were on front or
back legs. Both calves had injuries to back legs.

-

In 2016, several injured or lame animals were seen walking at the back of herd during migration;
this was most noticeable during nǫɂokè crossings. In 2017, we did not observe any animals
lagging behind the herds during migration.

For more information see Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2017 Results Report (TRTI 2018:
36-53, 73-86)
•

Recommendation 32 – TK – In listening to Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should document the
harvesters’ observations of numbers and behaviour of bulls, cows and calves.
Answer to recommendation 32 can be found in the answer for recommendation 31.

•

Recommendation 33 - TK – In listening to Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should document the
harvesters’ observations and their assessment of caribou abundance at key locations.
The Nǫɂokè (watercrossings) between Kokètì and Fry Inlet is a key location for caribou and Tłı̨chǫ. TK
researchers have listened to and documented the harvester’s observations of caribou abundance at
this location. Nǫɂokè is the closest points of contact between land across waterbodies, used by caribou
to cross the numerous large lakes dotting the tundra. Nǫɂokè is a Tłıc̨hǫ term that literally means
“swim across.” It refers to the interface between water, land, and caribou movement. When the herds
travel over the vast land, they need to walk around large waterbodies on their migration routes. But
at times they prefer to swim across water bodies rather than walk the long way around. In those
circumstances, they often enter the water at the point of shortest distance to the other side. The
following are observations of caribou abundance at this key location:
July 13th, 2016
A large herd of 1,000+ caribou. Large herd was gathered along the shoreline drinking water on the west side of
the peninsula between Kokètì and Fry Inlet, approximately eight kilometres south of nǫɂokè. Probably not same
herd as on July 12th: more bulls were observed in this herd. Herd started a fast pace in a northern direction on
the peninsula towards the nǫɂokè at the same time as tall cumulus thunderclouds with rain and wind came in
from the north (photo 5). Three cows ran back for their lost calves once the herd left the watering place. One
calf was disoriented and ran south in opposite direction of the herd. A cow mother and a yearling (sister) ran
two kilometres back for the disoriented calf. The cow, yearling and calf returned in the path of the herd 15
minutes later. Several injured animals lagging behind the herd.
July 13th, 2016
7-10 000 caribou swam across the nǫɂokè between Kokètì and Fry Inlet (Map 5). The herds followed the
migration route from the peninsula between Kokètì and Fry Inlet to the land northwest of Fry Inlet (map 3).
Numerous herds of hundreds of animals, each with their own cow leader, crossed after each other following
the same scent trail. The mass migration, from our first observation, lasted three hours. The herd moved
approximately eight kilometres, from first observation (by shoreline) to the nǫɂokè, in about 20 minutes.
Approximately 90% of last part of herd had leg injuries.
July 17th, 2016
One cow caribou. We came across her in the water, swimming across the nǫɂokè by herself. She was following
the same trail as the herd we saw on July 13th. She was possibly blind. Possibly looking for her calf. The cow was
sniffing the ground for scent.
July 21st, 2016
Several herds, numbering 100-200 animals each, for a total of 600+ animals. The herds swam across the nǫɂokè
between Kokètì and Fry Inlet. The herds were running west, following the same scent trail as the herds sighted
on July 13th, towards the area northwest of Fry Inlet. Several slower and injured animals were lagging behind at

the end of the herd. The herds were following the wind-exposed ridges as they moved west.
July 22nd, 2016
Herd of nine caribou observed. The caribou were following the same scent trail, from the peninsula between
Kokètì and Fry Inlet, across the nǫɂokè and towards the hills northwest of Fry Inlet, as the other herds had in
previous days (map 4). The herds were not bothered by insects and remained stationary, grazing.
A herd of 13 animals were observed on the peninsula between Kokètì and Fry Inlet. The herds were stationary
and grazing.
July 23rd, 2016
Herd of 70-80 animals, following the same scent trail as previous herds, travelled from the nǫɂokè in a
westerly direction.
All the animals appear peaceful and are not bothered by insects. One herd moved west along the same trail,
while 19 animals moved north, along an old trail.
July 21, 2017
Caribou swimming across nǫɂokè: peninsula in centre of Fry Inlet:
One cow; one calf; one yearling. One cow: injured front leg. Still walking fast with its calf. They walk together.
One bull: by itself.
One cow: no calf. By itself.
The east side is mostly grass and small knolls with scattered rocks, the west side of the crossing consists of large
rocks all through the water and along the shoreline. The animals walk very slow out of the water through the
rocks, in one single line. Very slow compared to sandy conditions on nǫɂokè further north. All animals follow
the same trail through the bushes and among the smaller birch trees, in the little valley west of the crossing.
July 23rd, 2017
Herd (300+ individuals)
The herd swims across the nǫɂokè between Contwoyto Lake and Fry Inlet. The swimming herd appears as a
“bridge” as the channel is full of caribou from one side to the other end. The herd moves at a fast pace in a
northwest direction, into strong 20 km/h northwest wind. The herd is in good and healthy condition; every
animal keep the same fast pace for the one hour we observed them. “Never seen a herd move that fast.” Cow
leader walks in front and keeps up a fast pace. She walks 30 metres in front. The whole herd follows right behind:
“caribou leader must be fat and in good shape, as she walks fast and non-stop for long distance.” No animals
lagging behind. One cow injured.
One bull: at nǫɂokè, on peninsula at centre of Fry Inlet. Young bull, by itself, swims across the nǫɂokè, to the
west side of Fry Inlet. He continues in a westerly direction, uphill inland, into higher bushes, along same scent
trail as caribou used during days before. Bull in healthy body condition, no injuries. Short antlers. Brown coat; it
has shed its winter coat.

For more information on harvesters’ observation and assessment of caribou abundance at a key
location: the nǫɂokè between Kokètì (Contwoyto lake) and Fry Inlet and the importance of nǫɂokè see
Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2016 Results Report (TRTI 2017:20-24, 28-32) and 2017
Results Report (TRTI 2018: 41-43, 48-53)
•
•

Recommendation 34 --TK – In listening to the Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should document the
harvesters’ observations and their assessment of wolf abundance associated with caribou.
Recommendation 35 – TK – In listening to the Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should document the
harvesters’ observations of the condition of wolves associated with caribou.
Recommendation 34 and 35 have been amalgamated.
TK researchers have listened to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters and documented the
following observations:

During summer 2016, Tłı̨chǫ harvesters observed one dı̀ga (wolf) and one dı̀ga track during 4 weeks
fieldwork around Kokètì (Contwoyto lake) and Fry Inlet. One dı̀ga was spotted in camp 2, at three a.m.
The dı̀ga circled around the campsite to see and smell who was there, during the first night at the new camp
location. Once it circled the camp, the wolf ran away. We never saw the dı̀ga again.
The observations were made in proximity to the nǫɂokè between Kokètì and Fry Inlet, during the two days
following the mass migration across the nǫɂokè. During the monitoring period, up to 10,000 caribou moved over
the crossing and followed the migration routes west. During daily excursions, we scanned the surrounding area
for indications of kill sites, such as scattered fur or bones, or circling ravens and other bird activity indicating a
kill at a distance, but no fresh or old kill sites made by dı̀ga were observed. No attacks or attempted attacks
were made by predators on the numerous wounded animals walking slowly after the larger herds. No attempt
of attacks on the single calves were observed.

We anticipated observing some level of dı̀ga activity along the caribou trails, thinking wolves might
attack injured animals as they walked slowly behind the larger herds, or calves disoriented from the
larger herd and walking by themselves. No such observations were made during the program. One
dı̀ga track was noted on July 15th; it was located approximately one kilometre north of the migration
routes caribou used on the previous day. The direction of the track was opposite to the direction of
caribou movement. The track was near a location where we observed an injured animal and a lone calf
on both July 15th and 16th. No nearby sightings of the wolf or evidence of predation were noted.
Despite the presence of suitable habitats for denning (esker complexes), the areas covered by the
monitoring teams around Kokètì and Fry Inlet did not seem to have dı̀ga dens or signs of past denning
activity. However, the local Inuit guide stated that a dı̀ga den was located further north along the long
esker complex between Fry Inlet and the Lupin mine site. Being able to observe dı̀ga movement on
the tundra without snow is another influencing factor of our observations. Once the dı̀ga pack has left
the den and the first snowfalls occur, dı̀ga are constantly moving over the landscape, and it is easier
to observe them and their interaction with caribou. The elders said this might be the reason for the
few observations of dı̀ga on the land or in vicinity of the caribou. In September and later in fall, dı̀ga
are more active on the land and it is easier to observe the movement of dı̀ga on the land.
During summer 2017, Tłı̨chǫ harvesters observed 18 dı̀ga, during six weeks fieldwork around Kokètì
(Contwoyto lake) and Fry Inlet. Most dı̀ga were observed on the north and east side of Contwoyto
Lake, often inland from the large inlets. No dı̀ga were observed around Fry Inlet, but fresh wolf tracks
were observed on two occasions in the sand beaches on the eastern shoreline. One active dı̀ga den
was observed eight kilometres north of Kuniks Bay, east of Contwoyto Lake. The den was home to two
adult dı̀ga, male and female, and four cubs. No old or abandoned dı̀ga dens were observed.
For more information on Tłı̨chǫ harvester’s observation of dı̀ga abundance and conditions of dı̀ga
associated with caribou, and the relationship between dı̀ga hunters, dı̀ga abundance and caribou
movement see Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2016 Results Report (TRTI 2017: 24-25, 3738) and 2017 Results Report (TRTI 2018: 54-57, 61-66).
•

Recommendation 36 – TK – Tłı̨chǫ researchers will manage the collection of Tłı̨chǫ harvest data.
Recommendation 36 has been accomplished - Community Directors, who are Tłı̨chǫ Government
employees, have been collecting the Tłı̨chǫ harvest data. ENR has also been collecting harvest data.
Bathurst has had no harvest since the last WRRB Board Decision
Bluenose East has had limited harvest since the “authorization cards” were implemented.

•

Recommendation 37 – TK – In listening to the Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should document the
harvesters’ detailed observations of caribou habitat.

TK researchers have listed to the Tłı̨chǫ harvesters and documented the harvesters detailed
observation of caribou habitat through the Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) program. The
focus has been on summer caribou habitat around Kokètì (Contwoyto lake) and Fry Inlet. We study
the overall conditions of caribou habitat on the summer range and the ground effects of climate
change We identified earlier spring melt and the disappearance of summer snow as a key habitat
change affecting caribou behaviour and fitness.
For detailed observation of caribou habitat and impact of climate change on habitat and caribou see
the Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2016 Results Report (TRTI 2017:18, 26-27, 31-33) and
2017 Results Report (TRTI 2018: 31-35; 66-68)
•

Recommendation 38 – TK – In listening to the oral narratives of Tłı̨chǫ harvesters, the TK researchers should
document the harvesters’ visual appraisals of pregnancy and pregnancy of any cows harvested.
The Tłı̨chǫ have strictly harvested bulls only, since 2015, therefore the visual appraisal of harvested
pregnant cows is not available.

•

Recommendation 40 – TK –Tłı̨chǫ harvesters should report their caribou harvest to the TK researchers who
will manage the harvest data.
Recommendation 40 is similar to Recommendation 36 --- Community Directors, who are Tłı̨chǫ
Government employees, have been collecting the Tłı̨chǫ harvest data. ENR has also been collecting
harvest data.
Bathurst has had no harvest since the last WRRB Board Decision
Bluenose East has had limited harvest since the “authorization cards” were implemented.

•

Recommendation 42 – TG develop and implement a TK conservation education program to support the
relationship and respect Tłı̨chǫ have for caribou. The program should be taught by elders and include:
o Tłı̨chǫ rules and their holistic approach to monitoring and managing their relationship with caribou;
o The idea of learning by travelling traditional trails so the „land‟ can be observed and monitored; and
o Information on alternate resources to be harvested when caribou is scarce.
The Tłı̨chǫ Įmbè Program, started in 2011, is an intensive cultural learning program for senior high
school and post-secondary students. The Įmbè program connects young people with Elder to help
insure that Tłı̨chǫ language and culture are passed on to future generations. Through the Įmbè
program, young people are encouraged to learn as much as they can about their unique culture,
language, history and land and take pride in themselves and their communities.
Trails of our Ancestors
Our elders, who have firsthand experience told stories about how people travel by canoe in the fall
to harvest caribou in the barren lands, collect hides for clothing, equipment, and shelter. They
talked about travel back below the tree lines and lived with abundance of caribou in the winter. In
the spring, our elders told stories of travel to familiar fishing grounds by birch bark canoe.
The Tłı̨chǫ continue to keep the tradition alive by traveling with canoe to the Tłı̨chǫ Annual
gathering. Traveling by canoe, our youth honor their ancestors and experience the traditional spirit
that will carry on with them for generations.
The youth learn skills required to survive this lifestyle and be connected to mother earth. The
lifestyle of traditional travel by canoe with support of our elders are working together to maintain

our way of life. The canoe trips we have taken are always considered to be a vision to re-trace our
past and see it through the eyes of our elders.
The canoe trip was a lot of hard work but at the end, it was always a good feeling of great
accomplishment and achievement. The youth shared their feeling with fellow team members and
families about their once in a life time experience of traveling with canoes on the land.
The Tłı̨chǫ Canoe Journey is to ensure our youth develop a respectful relationship with the land,
our spirituality, our ancestors, and experience personal growth. We need our elders to teach us our
way of life to regain our identity, retrace our path and develop skills required to be successful.
During the 2018-2019 fiscal year, the Tłı̨chǫ government has developed the Dǫtats’eedıı̀ program
led by Elders and community harvesters who work with youth to harvest traditional food from the
land and share that fresh harvest with Elders of the community as well as widows and others who
don’t have a means of getting traditional food. Traditional food that has been harvested through
this program include a variety of fish, rabbits, muskox, moose, and berries. This program helps
harvesters to continuously provide traditional food to their community by focusing on other foods
besides caribou. This program is planned to continue in all of our Tłı̨chǫ communities.
2016.
In addition to this, the Tłı̨chǫ Community Services Agency, has developed a caribou kit for students
in grades 1-9 that is used in each of the five community schools. The 7 units making up the Caribou
kit cover the following: Unit 1 - Caribou Laws, Unit 2 - Caribou, Unit 3 - Caribou Habitat, Unit 4 Caribou Movements, Unit 5 - Caribou Hunting and Meat Preparation, Unit 6 - Uses of Caribou and
Unit 7 Managing Caribou. The kit has also been used with the grade 10 Gonaowok’ee students at
Chief Jimmy Bruneau Regional High School.
In the past before hunting restrictions on the Bathurst herd, CJBS high school students have gone
out into the barrenlands to harvest caribou. This has been an annual event where the older boys
would learn from the Elders and school culture coordinator all about the caribou’s natural habitat,
behaviour and how to hunt and harvest caribou.
The Dene Ke’de Curriculum document which is mandated by the GNWT has 47 units making up the
four main sections: Spirituality, The Land and the Sky, Animals and People. Under the Animal
section there are 17 units of which 6 are on animals that we harvest and rely on for food. They are:
Beaver, birds, fish, moose, rabbit and muskrat. These units are covered with all students K-9.
•

Recommendation 2B – TG conduct TK research to define, from the Tłı̨chǫ perspective [elders and harvesters],
types of ɂekwǫ̀, their behaviour, and their annual range, and their relationship with other ɂekwǫ̀ and people
by March 2017.
Tłı̨chǫ Government has conducted TK mapping workshops with elders and harvesters to identify
and document ekwo annual range, behaviour and relationship with people.
See map 1, Caribou Habitat and Tłı̨chǫ Hunting, attached. The map demonstrates the annual range
and relationship with harvesting practice of the Tłı̨chǫ people.
See map 2, Caribou Movement, attached. The map shows caribou behaviour within their annual
range, and caribou watercrossings and tataa (land crossings/migration routes).

•

Recommendation 3B – TG conduct TK research on sahcho (grizzly bear) predation on caribou and their
relationship with caribou, other wildlife and people by June 2017.
Sahcho (grizzly bears) are known by the Tłıc̨hǫ as powerful animals to be avoided at all cost. Bears
have strong supernatural powers and know of the movement and behaviour of all other animals,
including people.
Due to its strong powers, the elders avoid using the name Sahcho or grizzly bear while in or around
the barrenlands. Instead, one should address the bear by other names such as “big guy” or other
fitting names to deter their attention; as the bear is powerful, the custom of not addressing the bear
by its name is a tactic to avoid the bear hearing its name called out. Once someone mentions his
name, he can hear it and come towards the person’s camp. During field work, the elders emphasized
the need to circumvent bear tracks, or to avoid bear kill sites. As one elder explained, “you wouldn’t
step over someone’s table while they were eating, so why would you step over the food to the big
guy.” The same approach should be taken to the bear’s scat. One should not step over or touch it,
instead walking around and avoid touching any of his remnants. As the bear is powerful, it will know
and one could possibly upset the bear, which should always be avoided. Bears are known in the
cosmology of Dene and Inuit hunters as powerful and can communicate with people by entering
one’s dreams. One team member experienced dreams of the “big guy” one night before a male
grizzly bear first appeared close to camp. This form of communication is a way to signal to the
dreamer that the bear is in the area and caution should be taken to avoid confrontation. Traditional
knowledge of grizzly bears was not discussed in detail during the fieldwork, and is generally lacking
in documented form, due to the cultural protocol of not talking directly about bears.
Further research into the traditional knowledge and cultural protocols of grizzly bears and their
predation on
Bathurst caribou has been limited due to the strict cultural protocol of not talking about bears. This
is especially important while at a camp on the barrenland with bears roaming the area. TK research
on bears is constrained due to the respect of the elders’ teachings.
For information on sahcho (grizzly bear) observations during the Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the
Ground) program see 2016 Results Report (TRTI 2017: 24-25, 38-40, 53) and 2017 Results Report
(TRTI 2017: 54, 57-58).

•

Recommendation 5B – TG conduct TK research about stress and impacts on caribou and people related to
collars and aircraft over-flights by September 2017, which should [will] be considered in determining
numbers of collars deployed in 2018 and beyond.
Tłı̨chǫ Government, through its Culture and Lands Protection Department, and in its collaboration
with ENR, continues to deal with the crises facing both the Bathurst and Bluenose East herds. This
has necessitated limited departmental resources being dedicated to numerous community
meetings, drafting the Joint Management Plan, implementing the authorization tag system
required by the limits on Total Allowable Harvest, and reacting to the continuing decline in
numbers, first in the Bathurst Herd and now in the Bluenose East herd. Recommendation 5B has
not yet been completed and Tłı̨chǫ Government will inform the Board when more progress has
been made.

•

Recommendation 12B – TG/ENR develop criteria to protect caribou water crossings from exploration and
development activities in the NWT by 2018 to be included in the Tłı̨chǫ and Wek’èezhìı Land Use Plans.

Through Traditional Knowledge workshops, Tłı̨chǫ Government has identified over 800 water
crossings throughout the Bathurst and Bluenose East Range. This information was used to prioritize
proposed protected areas to be included in the Bathurst Caribou Range Plan.
Tłı̨chǫ Government is currently undergoing the Tłı̨chǫ Wenek’e (Land Use Plan) review and the
information collected will be used to inform the review process.
See map 3, Caribou watercrossings, attached. The map identifies over 800 caribou watercrossings
and 12 prioritized crossing areas suggest for protection status. These prioritized watercrossings
have been included in the Bathurst Caribou Range Plan
Tłı̨chǫ Government is involved in, but not responsible for, the Wek’èezhìı Land Use Plan.
•

Recommendation 15B – TG conduct a TK monitoring project with elders to document how climate conditions
have affected preferred summer forage and impacted caribou fitness by September 2018.
The Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) program has documented climate conditions on the
caribou summer range and the impact on caribou behaviour and fitness. Documentation of elders’
observation started in summer 2016 and is ongoing. Below is a summary of climate conditions and
impact on caribou.
Summer snow patches used to be present as late as mid-August, and at times year-round in sheltered
locations. In recent years, average temperatures in May and June have been higher, and the snow
has melted by the end of June. In 2016, the monitors observed no snow patches around Contwoyto
Lake, and in 2017, one snow patch were located on a steep rocky slope north of the lake, but the
snow was melted by mid-July.
During summer months on the barrenland, snow patches used to be scattered over the land. The
winter’s remaining snow usually covers north-facing hillsides, crevasses, sun shades and slopes
where the wind packs down the snow during winter, and overflow ice builds up along rivers. In late
July and August, the temperatures melt the snow, which turns into ice as the overnight temperature
cools. These snow patches are used extensively by caribou to control body temperature on hot days,
and as refuge from insects. On very warm days with little wind, insect activity is extreme on the
barrenland, and the herds gravitate towards the cooler snow to escape insects. Usually snow patches
are located on prevailing wind hillsides, adding further deterrence from mosquitoes, blackflies,
sandflies, warble and botflies.
As longer periods of higher temperatures occur earlier in spring, the entire snowpack melts at a faster
pace than previously observed. The local residents at Contwoyto Lake describe “no snow patches
on the ground anymore.” The snow patches usually melt slowly during summer months and feed the
lower-lying flat muskeg and vegetation with moisture during the summer. Currently, with the snow
patches gone, the only source of water is from rain and water trapped by permafrost; during
prolonged periods of heat, vegetation becomes “dry and crispy” until the next rain shower.
For caribou, the earlier snow melt increases their exposure to insects and heat, and the herds
respond by changing their behaviour and movement patterns. Instead of moving to sun-shaded high
hills with snow, the herds tend to either continuously run into the wind to avoid insects or move
towards waterbodies. As there is no more snow to cool down on, the animals enter the water to
cool down their hooves and bodies.
The caribou in the past, in the late 1980s and early ‘90s used to go on the hillsides where the sun

wouldn't melt the snow patches. As the summer gets warmer, later on the snow patches would turn
into ice and a lot of caribou would be on them. But now we don't see that no more, because of the
climate change. Now we see them in the shoreline of lakes, ponds and streams, this is how they cool
down.
On two occasions, we did observe a herd standing in the water to cool down their bodies. On July
21st, we saw a large herd of 400 caribou standing on small point, in a bay on the eastern shore of Fry
Inlet. The sky was clear, the sun was bright, and the temperature was 24 degrees Celsius. The south
wind provided relief from the insects, and the herd was standing into the breeze on the south-facing
side of the point. Almost half of the herd stood with their legs in the shallow water. More animals
were standing on shoreline and on shore, while some calves ran around on the small point.
The herd moved across a peninsula and to the southern end of Fry Inlet. The herd
had stopped on a small point jutting into the lake. The herd was standing on the point, in the 20 km/h
south wind, which provided relief from the mosquitoes. The herd moved slowly to lakeshore. The
herd walked slowly, ate, stopped, and continued down to the shoreline, where it entered the water.
Many animals stood with their legs and hooves in the water. For two hours, from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m.,
the herd rested on the point. Most of the animals were lying down, though a few stood up, eating
and walking around slowly. Elder Joe Zoe explained, “their feet are hot, so they stand in water. Same
way as dogs do, to cool off their feet.”
The animals in the water and by the shoreline faced into the south wind coming off the lake. These
animals were resting. Other animals were standing a few metres from the shore and eating grasses
and lichen. These animals constantly shook and twitched their bodies as an attempt to remove
mosquitoes and blackflies from their bodies. Approximately every 30 seconds an animal twitched.
The caribou continued eating, took short breaks to shake off the insects, and resumed eating. We
observed the caribou from 20 to 50 metres’ distance; some animals were close by and moved around
while other were standing 50 to 100 metres away from the team. One cow walked ten metres from
us and then stopped. She stood on rocks facing into the south wind, then started to blow bugs out
of her nose, with loud wet blows through her nostrils. The cow continued the loud wet blows for
approximately 30 seconds, looking downward. Then she walked back to other animals who were
standing feeding. In the wind shadow, on the flat ground above shoreline, where these animals were
standing, insect activity was high, and the animals were continuously twitching from insect
harassment. The monitoring team watched the herd at this location for more than two hours. Being
in the same environment, we personally experienced the same harassment from mosquitoes and
blackflies as the caribou. The south wind provided relief from insects but once wind calmed, we felt
the same stressors—insects and heat. For hunters, the snow patches were also a secure place to find
caribou during the summer months. Now, since the snow has melted, the caribou have changed their
behaviour and movement patterns and thus harvesters do not know where to find caribou herds
For more information on Tłı̨chǫ elder’s observation of climate conditions and its impacts on
summer forage and caribou see the Ekwǫ̀ Nàxoède K’è (Boots on the Ground) 2016 Results Report
(TRTI 2017: 18, 26-27, 31-33) and 2017 Results Report (TRTI 2018:31-35; 66-68)
•

Recommendation 16B – TG conduct TK monitoring to assess the quality and quality of winter forage by
September 2018.
Ongoing TK research is focusing on the quality and quantity and locations of important caribou
winter habitat through workshops held in 2018-19. Mapping and digitizing is still ongoing and not
yet completed thus not publicly available.
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